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Naval Postgraduate School MC3 Summary
Band Frequencies Designator
UHF uplink 449.75 – 450.25 MHz 12K5F1D
43K0F1D
UHF downlink 902 ‐ 928 MHz 115KG1D
S‐Band uplink 2025 ‐ 2110 MHz 2M00G2D
2M45G1D
S‐band downlink 2200 ‐ 2290 MHz 1M60G1D
2M00G2D
2M45G1D
X‐band uplink 7190‐7250 MHz TBD










































































































































































































































































































































Naval Postgraduate School Receiver Sensitivity
Target BER RUS-1 Pr (dBm) RUS-2 Pr (dBm) RUS-3 Pr (dBm) RUS-4 Pr (dBm)







































































































































































































































1. Verify new Small Satellites fall within 
appropriate spectrum certification
2. Perform frequency selection and RFI analysis
3. Initiate and complete coordination
• NASA, NOAA, ENG
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Radios Under Study (RUS)
